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1. INTRODUCTION 
Congruence relations and their properties on distributive p-algebras (alias dis­
tributive lattices with pseudocomplementation) are, generally speaking, well under­
stood. However, this is not the case for distributive double p-algebras even though 
there are numerous papers on them; see, for example, [ l ] - [ 4 ] , [8]-[12], and 
[ l 5 ] - [ l 7 ] . An exception to this rule are the congruence regular double 77-algebras 
for which various characterizations have been given by J. C. Varlet [15] and T. 
Katriňák [9]. Amongst these, two in particular are pertinent to this work. One 
identifies the congruence regular double p-algebras with those that are distributive and 
whose determination congruence is the equality relation whereas the other identifies 
them with those that are distributive and whose poset of prime ideals contains no 
3-element chain. Congruence regular double p-algebras play an important role in 
the general theory ofdouble jp-algebras. In fact, they form a variety and a satisfactory 
theory concerning their congruences already exists. In particular, it is known that 
congruence regular double p-algebras are congruence permutable and have the 
principal join property (meaning that all compact congruences are principal). 
In § 3, we show that a distributive double p-algebra is congruence permutable 
iff every class of its determination congruence, regarded as a distributive lattice, is 
congruence permutable; in other words, relatively complemented. It is then shown 
that, should a double p-algebra have a non-empty core, every class of the deter­
mination congruence is congruence permutable iff the core is. The more general 
result is then applied to show that every distributive double p-algebra can be embed­
ded into one that is congruence permutable. From another stance, we show that 
congruence permutable distributive double p-algebras are precisely those whose 
poset of prime ideals contains no 4-element chain. This result leads us quite naturally 
to pose the question: Which bounded distributive lattices have the property that their 
poset ofprime ideals contains no «-element chain? Not only does our answer provide 
us with an intrinsic characterization of congruence permutable distributive double 
p-algebras but also turns out to be particularly relevant in § 4. 
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Two characterizations of distributive double p-algebras having the principal join 
property are obtained in § 4. With this in view, § 4 begins with two characterizations 
of distributive lattices having the principal join property. The characterizations of 
distributive double p-algebras having the principal join property then follow. The 
first identifies such algebras with those whose determination congruence classes, 
regarded as lattices, have the principal join property. Again, should an algebra 
have a non-empty core, it is shown that every class of the determination congruence 
has the P.J.P. iff the core does. The second identifies them as those algebras whose 
poset of prime ideals contains no 5-element chain. The latter result is then applied 
to show that a variety ofdistributive double p-algebras has the principaljoin property 
(meaning that every algebra in the variety has the property) iff it is congruence 
regular. Consequently, a variety of distributive double p-algebras is congruence 
permutable iff it too is congruence regular. 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge conversations with J. Sichler regarding this paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
An algebra (L; v , л , *, + , 0, 1) of type (2, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0) is called a (distributive) 
double p-algebra if (L; v , л , 0, 1) is a bounded (distributive) lattice in which, for 
any a eL, a* is characterized by a л x = 0 iff x ^ a* and a+ is characterized 
dually. 
For the standard rules of computation in double p-algebras the reader is referred 
to [1]. The principal ones necessary for an understanding of this paper are: a ^ 
^ u** ^ a* + , a = a** л (a v я*), (a v fr)* = л* л fr*, (a л Ь)** = a** л b**, 
and their duals. 
If, in any double p-algebra L, we write Z)*(L) = {x eL: x* = 0}, then D*(L) is 
a filter in L a n d D*(L) = {x v x*: xeL]. The set D+(L) is defined dually, is an 
ideal, and D+(L) = {x л x+: x є L]. The core ofLis the set K = D*(L) n D+(L). 
A filter F in a double p-algebra is said to be normal iffeF implies/ + * є F. If F 
is a filter in a lattice L or double p-algebra L, then G(F) will denote the smallest 
lattice ordouble p-algebra congruence onLcollapsing F. In the event thatLis a double 
p-algebra, the corresponding lattice congruence on the lattice reduct of L will be 
denoted by 6>lat(F). I fL is a lattice or double p-algebra, then 0(a, b) will denote the 
principal lattice or double p-algebra congruence on L collapsing the pair a, b є L. 
In the event that L is a double p-algebra, S is any sublattice of the lattice reduct, 
and a, b e S, then 0latS(a, b) will denote the principal lattice congruence on S col­
lapsing the pair a, b. 
The relation Ф defined on a double p-algebra L by a = b(<P) iff a* = b* and 
a+ = b+ is a congruence, called the determination congruence ofL, the congruence 
classes ofwhich will be referred to as the determination classes of L. For example, 
if the core of L is non-empty, then it is a determination class. For any algebra A 
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(be it a lattice or double p-algebra), subalgebra S of A, and congruences 0, ф of A, 
0 ^ S will denote the restriction of 0 to S, [я] 0 will denote the class of 0 containing 
a e Land 0 о ̂  will denote the relational product of 0 and ф. An algebra Л is con-
gruence permutable if 0 о î  = ^ о 0, for all congruences 0, ф on Л, and congruence 
regular if 0 = ф whenever 0 and ^ have a class in common. For all other un­
explained notation or terminology the reader is referred to [5] or [7]. 
3. CONGRUENCE PERMUTABILITY 
We begin with a useful result which holds for any (universal) algebra. 
Lemma 3.1. An algebra A is congruence permutable iffevery pair ofprincipal 
congruences on A permute. 
Proof. Suppose that every pair of principal congruences on A permute. Let 0 
and ф be arbitrary congruences on A, x, y e Л, and x = у[Ѳ о ф). Then x = i(0) 
and t = у(ф), for some t e A. Clearly, x = y(0(x, t) о 0(r, y)) and, therefore, x = 
s= y(0(t, y) o 0(x, t)). Since 0(x, t) й 0 and 0(t, у) й Ф, x = у(ф о 0). D 
Lemma 3.2. If a distributive double p-algebra L has permuting congruences 
then every determination class of L is relatively complemented. 
Proof. It is enough to show that every determination class of Lhas permuting 
principal (lattice) congruences. Let C be a determination class of L containing elements 
a, b with a ^ b. Since distributive lattices have equationally definable principal 
congruences, Ѳшс(а, b) = Ѳшь(а, b) ^ C. Moreover, Ѳшь(а, b) preserves * and + , 
since Ѳшь(а, b) S Ф* and therefore 0latL(a, b) = 0(a, b). Thus, 9ldtC(a, b) = 
= 0(a, b) |4 C. Next, observe that, for a, 6, c, d e C satisfying a ^ b and c ^ dy 
Ѳ(а, b) [ C o 0(c, d) [ C = (0(я, b) o 0(c, d)) f4 C . 
Indeed, if x,yeC, x = r(0(a, fr)) and ř = j(0(c,d)), for some teL, then, since 
0(я, Ь) ^ Ф, ř є [x] Ф = C. Therefore, x = ><0(a, Ь) f4 С о 0(c, d) f С). Thus, 
(0(я, ft) о 0(c, d)) P С с 0(a, Ь) f4 С о 0(c, d) f С . 
The reverse inclusion is obvious. We conclude that 
0iatc(a, b) o 0 latc(c, d) = (0(a, b) о 0(c, d)) f C 
and so, by Lemma 3.1, the congruence permutability of C follows from that ofL. Q 
Lemma 3.6. / / every determination class of a distributive double p-algebra is 
relatively complemented, then any pair of congruences of Lbelow Ф permute. 
Proof. Suppose that 0 and ф are congruences on Land 0, ф ^ Ф. If x, t, y e L, 
x = i(0) and t = у(ф)9 then x, t, y all belong to the same determination class C of L 
and so x = у(Ѳ ̂  С о ф ^ C). It follows that x = у(ф |ч С о 0 f4 C), since C is con­
gruence permutable, and therefore x = у(ф 0 0). Thus, 0 and ф permute. D 
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Our objective is to show that under the hypothesis of Lemma 3.3 all congruences 
ofLpermute. 
Lemma 3.4. Congruences 0 and ф of a lattice L permute iff,for all x, у є L with 
x ^ y, thefollowing statements are equivalent: 
(i) there exists t є [x, y~\ with x = t(0) and t = у(ф), 
(ii) there exists s є [x, y] with x = s(^) and s = у(Ѳ). 
Proof. If 0 and ф permute then the equivalence is easily verified. Supposenow 
that the statements are equivalent, a = Ь(Ѳ) and b ~ с(ф). Then a = a v i>(0), 
a v b = a v b v с(ф), c = b v с(ф), and b v c = a v b v c(0), so that there 
exist e , / e L w i t h a <; e g a v b v c, c g / ^ a v ft v c, a = е(ф), e == a v b v 
v c(0), c =f(0), and / = a v b v c(^). Clearly, a = e(^), e = e л (я v ft v 
v c) = e л /(ф), c = / ( 0 ) , and / = / л (a v ft v с) s s / л e(0). Thus, a = а(ф) 
and d = c(0) when d = e л / . • 
It is known (see [4]) that if Lis a distributive double p-algebra and F is a normal 
filter of L then 0(F) = OlatL(F). Furthermore, if aeL and elements a"(+*} are 
defined in Linductively by a0( + *} = a and a<*+*><+*) = aK +* ) f*, for fc â 0, then 
iV(a), the principal normal filter cfLgenerated by a, is given by 
N(a) = {x є L: x ^ а',(+*}, for some n < co] . 
Consequently, 0(a, 1) = 0(N(a)) and, therefore, x = y(6(a, l)) iff x л я"( + *} =» 
= у л а"( + Н:), for some n < œ. 
Lemma 3.5. If L is a distributive double p-algebra then, for any a, ft, ceL, 
0(a, 1) permutes with 0iaiL(b, 1) and 9latL(0, c). 
Proof. Suppose that x, y, t є L, x = i(0(a, 1)) and / = y(9laiL(b, l)). Then 
x л an( + *} = t л ani + *\ for some n < co, and so x = i(ölatL(anC+*}, 1)). Now 
0ыь(ди( + *\ 1) and ѲШЬ(Ь, 1) are both congruences of the form 0UiL(F), for some 
filter F of L, and it is well known that such congruences permute on any distributive 
lattice L. Therefore, there exists s є L such that x = s(0latL(b, l)) and s = 
= X ö i a a K ( + * \ 1)). Clearly, 0latL(a"( + *\ 1) S 0(a, 1) and so x = у(Ѳыь{Ь, l ) ò 
o 0(a, 1)). That 0(а, 1) permutes with 0iatL(O, c) can be proved by a dual argument 
using the observation that, for any a e L, 0(a, 1) = 0(0, a+). D 
With the aid of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 we prove: 
Lemma 3.6. / / L is a distributive double p-algebra then, for any a, ft, c e L with 
b = с(Ф), 0(a, 1) permutes with 0(ft, c). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that ft ^ c. Suppose first 
that t e [x, y ] , x = i(0(a, 1)) and t = Xö(b> c))- T h e n * л а" ( +* } = ř л ď ' ( + * } > f o r 
some n < œ, and so x л а"( + *} = ^ л а"с+*}(0(Ь, c)). It follows, on defining s = 
= (у л a"(+*}) v x that s є [x, y] , x = s(0(b, c)) and s = y(ö( f l ' !))» s i n c e a" ( + *} = 
= l(0(a, 1)). Thus, one halfofthe equivalence in Lemma 3.4 is established, For the 
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other half, suppose that s e [jc, y], * - 5 № c)) a n d s s J<0(a, 0)- R e c a 1 1 t h a t 
0(Ь, c) = flIatL(b, c), since b = с(Ф), and 0latL(b, c) = 0latL(f>, 1) n 0latL(O, c). Now, 
by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, there exist p, q e [x, y] such that x = p(0(a, 1)), p s 
55 ><0iatL(b, 1)), x s g(fl(a, 1)), and 9 s ХѲь^(0, c)). Let t = p v «. Then r e 
є [jc, y]9 x = t(0(a, 1)), and t = y{0(b, c)). D 
Corollary3.7. IfF is a normalfilter ofa distributive double p-algebra L, then 
0(F) permutes with every congruence ofLbelow Ф. 
Proof. Let a, b, c є L, a = b{0[F)) and b = c(0), where 0 is a congruence of L 
below Ф. Then a л / = b л f, for s o m e / e F , so that a = b(0( / , 1)), b = c(0(b, c)), 
and b = с(Ф). By Lemma 3.6, a = d(0(b, c)) and d = c(0(/, l)), for some d e L. 
Therefore, a = d(0) and d = c(0(F)), since 0(&, c) ^ 0 and 0(/, 1) ^ 0(F) . D 
In [1] it was shown that any congruence 0 on a double p-algebra Lcan be repre­
sented as thejoin oftwo simpler congruences; one ofwhich is below the determination 
congruence Ф ofLwhile the other is of the form 6>(F), for some normal filter F of L. 
Specifically, we have 0 = 0(Cok 0) v (0 л Ф), where Cok 0 = [1] 0 which is 
a normal filter of L. 
Combining this with Corollary 3.7, we obtain: 
Lemma 3.8. Any congruence 0 on a distributive double p-algebra L can be 
represented in theform 
0 = #,atL(C0k 0) o (0 Л Ф) . D 
A direct consequence ofLemmas 3.2, 3.3, 3.8, and Corollary 3.7 is: 
Theorem 3.9. A distributive double p-algebra is congruence permutable iff its 
determination classes are all relatively complemented. • 
Lemma 3.10. Let L be a distributive double p-algebra with non-empty core K 
IfK is relatively complemented, then any pair ofcongruences below Ф permute. 
Proof . Let 0, ф й Ф. Suppose that x, t, у є L, x ^ t ^ y, x == i(0), and t = у(ф). 
We can always choose keK satisfying k ^ у л y+; indeed, if k' eK is arbitrary, 
then k = (у л y+) v k' will suffice. Now, let 1 = (x v x*) л k, m = (t v x*) л к, 
and n = (y v y*) л A:. Then / ^ m g и, {/, m, и} Ç К, / = m(0), and m = п(ф), 
since x* = у*. Because Ѳ^К permutes with ф^К, there exists m'eK such that 
/ <; m' ^ n, / = m'(^), and m' = n(0), by Lemma 3.4. It follows, on using the iden­
tity a = a** л (a v я*), that 
x = x v (x л fe) = x v (x** л /) = x v (x** л m') (^) 
and x v (x** л m') = x v (y** л n) (0), since x** = y**, = x v (у л fc) = 
= y A (x v fc), since x й У- On writing s = x v (x** A m'), we have shown, thus 
far, that x g 5 й У л (x v fc), x s s(^r), and 5 = j л (x v k) (0). Consequently, 
x й s й У, and 5 = x++ v (s л x + ) s x++ v (3; л (x v k) л x + ) (0) = y++ v 
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v ((y л У+) л {x v fe))j s m c e * + = У+, = J + + v (У л У+)> S l n c e J л У+ й k9 
= y, so s = y(0). On interchanging the roles of Ѳ and ф in the above and applying 
Lemma 3.4 we see that Ѳ and ф permute. • 
The conjunction of Lemmas 3.2, 3.8, 3.10, and Corollary 3.7 yields: 
Corollary 3.11. Let Lbe a distributive double p-algebra with non-empty coreK. 
Then L is congruence permutable iffK (as a distributive lattice) is congruence 
permutable. • 
A consequence of Theorem 3.9 is the following. 
Corollary 3.12. Every distributive double p-algebra can be embedded into 
a congruence permutable distributive double p-algebra. 
Proof. It is known that any determination class of any subdirectly irreducible 
distributive double p-algebra contains at most two elements (see [l2]) and so any 
subdirectly irreducible distributive double p-algebra is congruence permutable. 
Therefore, it is enough, by the subdirect product theorem, to show that the class of 
all congruence perrrutable distributive double p-algebras is closed under arbitrary 
products. This, thcugh, is clear. Indeed, if (Ц: ieI) is any family of congruence 
permutable distributive dcuble p-algebras, <£f is the determination congruence on Lt-
for every ieI, Ф is the determination congruence on L = n(L,: ieI), and aeL, 
then it is easy to see that [a] Ф = П([я(/)] Ф :̂ / є / ) . Therefore, [a] Ф is relatively 
complemented, since each [tf(i)] Ф,- is relatively complemented, by Theorem 3.9, 
and the class of relatively complemented distributive lattices is closed under arbitrary 
prcducts. • 
The imposition of congruence permutability, like congruence regularity, on a dis­
tributive dcuble p-algebra severely restricts the height of its poset of prime ideals. 
Our next objective is to characterize congruence permutable distributive double 
p-algebras in terms of the height of their poset of prime ideals. With this in mind, 
recall that any prime ideal / ofasublattice S ofadistrjbutive lattice Lcan be extended 
to L in the sense that there is a prime ideal / ' of L satisfying Г n S = / . 
Lemma 3.13. Let C be a convex sublattice of a distributive lattice L and let I 
and J be prime ideals of C. IfI', J' are extensions ofI, J to L, respectively, and 
I ci J, then Г cz J'. 
Proof. Let a eI and be C\ J. If хеГ \ J ' , then (a v x) л b єІ\ J, which is 
absurd. Therefore Г Я J' and, obviously, Г Ф J- D 
Our next lemma is crucial and will be required again in § 4. 
Lemma 3.14. Let Lbe a distributive double p-algebra and let n be an integer ^ 1 . 
Then the poset ofprime ideals ofLcontains an (n + 2)-element chain iffthe poset 
ofprime ideals ofsome determination class ofLcontains an n-element chain. 
Proof. Suppose that / 0 c ... c In + 1 is an (n + 2)-element chain ofprime ideals 
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of L. Let аеІх\І09 ЬєІп+1\Іп, d = a v a*, and e = b л b + . Observe that 
я * є / 0 and so deI^Io. Moreover, b+ фІп+1 and so eeIn+1\In. Now consider 
the interval I = [d, d v e] of L. Clearly, / 1 n I c . . . c /B n J is an n-element 
chain of prime ideals of I. In addition, d = d v e(<P), since J, d v e e D*(L) and 
ee D+(L). Thus, / is a convex sublattice of some determination class of Land so 
there is an n-element chain in the poset ofprime ideals ofthis class by Lemma 3.13. 
For the converse, suppose that C is a determination class of Land let Ix cz . . . c In 
be an n-element chain in its poset ofprime ideals. Lemma 3.13 guarantees the existence 
of an n-element chain I[ cz . . . с I'n in the poset of prime ideals of L. With the 
intention ofexpanding this to an (n + 2)-element chain, let a є І± and b ф In. Observe 
that Vn v (fr] Ф L, since otherwise we must have b v i = 1, for some ієГп, so 
that i ^ ^?+ = a + and, therefore, 1 = a v a+ eI'n. Consequently, there is a prime 
ideal Гп + 1 of Lproperly containing I'n. A complimentary argument assures the exis­
tence of a prime ideal/o ofLproper lyconta ined in / i . Thus, there is an (n + 2)-
element chain in the poset of prime ideals of L. • 
On recalling that a distributive lattice is relatively complemented iff its poset of 
prime ideals is an antichain, we infer from Theorem 3.9 and Lemma 3.14 that 
Theorem 3.15. A distributive double p-algebra is congruence permutable iff 
there is no 4-element chain in its poset ofprime ideals. • 
Theorem 3.15 tells us that the congruence permutability of a distributive double 
p-algebra depends solely on the structure of the poset of prime ideals of its lattice 
reduct. Naturally, further insight would be gained if we had an intrinsic characteriza­
tion of those bounded distributive lattices whose poset of prime ideals contains 
no 4-element chain. We intend being a little more ambitious by answering the ques­
tion: Which bounded distributive lattices have no n-element chain in their poset of 
prime ideals? We begin with 
Lemma 3.16. Let I be an ideal of a distributive lattice L and let a є L\I. Let Ia 
denote the ideal {x є L: x л а є / } and I* = (a] v Ia. If P is a prime ideal such 
that 1* Я P then there exists a prime ideal Q such that I Ç Q £ p and a ф Q 
(so, in particular, Q cz P). 
P r o o f . C o n s i d e r t h e f i U e r L \ P a n d l e t F - [a) v ( L \ P ) . W e c l a i m t h a t F n / a = 
= 0. Indeed, if not, then there is an x eL\P such that a л x eIa; in other words, 
a л x eI and, therefore, xeIa çz p which is absurd. Hence there exists a prime 
ideal Ô 2 Ia 2 I satisfying Q n F = 0. Clearly, ß çz p a n d а ф Q. D 
In the present context, we are interested in the case where n = 3 in the following 
Theorem 3.17. Let L be a bounded distributive lattice. There is no (n + l)-
element chain in the poset of prime ideals of L iff, for any a0,..., an^1 eLwith 
a0 S ••• й tf,j-i> there exist UQ,...,a^xeLsuch that 
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a0 л a'0 = 0 , at v a\ = я і + 1 л a-+1 , / o r 0 ^ i < n — 1 , and 
an_t v a'n_x = 1 . 
Proof. Suppose that the condition is satisfied but, contrary to the statement, 
there exist prime ideals P 0 c . . . с P / r Choose a0, ..., ^,,_! e L s u c h that a0 < . . . 
. . . < a,,_! and a t e P l + 1 \Ph for f є {0, ..., n — 1}. Then a^ є Р 0 , since a0 л a'0 = 
= 0 e P 0 , and so tf0 v a0 e Px. Thus, ях л a\ e Px so a\ є Pi and ^ v a[ є P 2 . 
Repetition ofthis process yields the contradiction 1 = a/I_1 v ^ _ a ePn. 
Suppose, now, that there is no (n + l)-element chain in the poset of prime ideals 
of Land let 0 g a0 ^ ... й an-\ й 1. In the event that 0 = a0 or af = я і + 1 , for 
some i with 0 ^ i < n — 1, or an_! = 1, it is possible to find suitable elements a'b 
for 0 ^ i ^ « — 1, in the set {ař: 0 g i g и — 1} u {0, 1]. Thus, without loss of 
generality, we may assume that 0 < a0 < . . . < an-x < 1. 
For the sake ofconvenience we will write a_! = 0, an = 1, and proceed by defining 
some ideals in L. Let Ia_i = {0}, Iao = {x e L: я0 л x e / a _ J and / ^ = (a0] v Iao. 
Now, for і є {0, . . . , w}, define Jûf + 1 = {x є L: ai+í л x є/*.} and /+ + 1 = ( a í + 1 ] v 
л Ja. + 1. Observe that Jai Ç /a+. Ç Jflf+1, for і є {0, . . . , n - 1}. 
We claim that ai+i e J * , for some / є {0, . . . , n — 1}. Suppose, to the contrary, 
that ai+1 фІ^, for any і є {0, ... , n - 1}. Then, in particular, 1 = an фІ^п_1 and so 
there is a prime ideal P,,_! such that P„_j 3 ^ n _ r By Lemma 3.16, there exists 
a prime ideal P n _ 2 such that Рп-Х => P f l_2 3 /^,_2. Continuing in this manner, we 
produce an (n + l)-element chain Pw_x з Р и _ 2 з . . . з P 0 з P_t 2 J*_, = {0} 
in the poset of prime ideals of L, contrary to assumption. Thus, ai+1 є / * , for some 
i e { 0 , . . . , n - 1]. 
It follows from the above that there is an і є {0, ..., n — 1} and an xř є /fl. such 
that ai + 1 ^ at- v xt. Moreover, at л xť ^ a,_! v x t_ l 5 for some xi^leIa._r 
since и,- л xt e I* _r Proceeding in this fashion, f0r7 є {0, ..., i}, there exist Xj, xJ^l є 
eL such that a} л Xj S aj-i v Xj-i', in particular, a0 л x0 = 0. Now, for je 
є {0 , . . . , i}, we define x} є [of;-i, ^j + i] by x} = (x^ v fl_,-_i) л aJ + 1 and show that 
these elements enjoy the same basic properties as the elements Xj. First observe 
that ai v x- = (xi v cii) л ai+1 = ai+1, since a i + 1 ^ at- v x/? and a0 л x^ = 
= a0 A x0 = 0. Next, we verify that aj+1 л xý+1 ^ a^ v xý, f0r7* є {0, ..., і — 1}. 
Indeed, a i + 1 л x'J+1 = (xj+1 v a3) л а і + 1 = ( a J + 1 л xj+1) v ^ ^ {as v xy) л 
л aj+l = čij v xý. Now we are in a position to define the elements we seek. 
Let 
a) = x'0 , for j = 0 , x} v x}_! , for 0 < ; g / , 
aJ+1 , for i + 1 ^ j ^ n — 1 . 
First, observe that at v a\ — at v x- v x,i_1 = ai+i v x-_! = a i + 1 and a0 л 
л aó = cio л xo = 0. It remains only to show that aj + 1 л a'j+í = cij v a'y 
Calculating, we have aj+í л ařJ+1 = aJ + 1 л (x} + 1 v x)) = (aj+í л xý+1) v x} 
and cij v aý = a} v (x} v x}_ t) = (cij v xý) v x} v x
,
j_í. Itfollows, since aj+í л 
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л Xj+1 ^ üj v Xp that aj+l л oý+1 ^ a,- v яу and, since Oj S aj+\ and Xj v 
v xý_! ^ Xj+1 v Xj,thata ;- v â  ^ я , + 1 л «j+ 1 .Thus,theproofiscomplete. П 
Besides giving an intrinsic characterization of congruence permutable distributive 
double p-algebras, Theorem 3.17 (in the case where n = 2) yields a new characteriza­
tion of the congruence regular double p-algebras and will prove to be illuminating 
in the next section. 
4. THE PRINCIPAL JOIN PROPERTY 
We will say that an algebra A (be it a lattice or a double p-algebra) has the principal 
join property (henceforth abbreviated P.J.P.) if the join of any pair of principal 
congruences on A is again principal; equivalently, ifevery compact congruence on A 
is principal. I. Chajda [6] calls such an algebra congruence principal and R. W. 
Quackenbush [14] shows that every congruence principal variety (i.e., variety in 
which every algebra is congruence principal) can be characterized by a МаГсеѵ 
condition. 
In this section we give two characterizations of distributive double p-algebras 
having the P.J.P. The first solution we offer is modulo the solution of the same 
problem for distributive lattices and so our initial objective is to characterize distri­
butive lattices satisfying the P.J.P. We start with a pair oflemmas whose conjunction 
reduces the problem to the bounded case. 
In the next three lemmas and proofs, Lwill denote a distributive lattice, a, fo, c, d e 
є L, a g b, and c ^ d. 
Lemma 4.1. 0(я, b) ^ [c, d\ is a principal congruence on [c, d]. 
Proof. We will show that 0(a, b) |N [c, d] = 0[c>d](a', b'), where a' = (a v с) л d 
and b' = (b v с) л d. Clearly, 0[Cfd](fl', bf) с Ѳ(а, b) [ [c, d], since a\ b' є [c, d] 
and a' = b'(6(a,b)). For the reverse inclusion, suppose that x , j e [ c , d ] and 
x = y(0(a, b)). Then x л a = у л a and x v b = y v b. Therefore, x л a' = 
= (x л a) v c = (y A a) v c = у л a' and x v b' = (x v b v с) л d = 
= (y v Z? v с) л d = y v b', from which it follows that x = у{Ѳіс^[а\ b')). • 
Lemma 4.2. Leř 0 = 0(a, b) v 0(c, d) and let I be the interval [a л c, b v d] 
o /L. Tften 0 is a principal congruence on LiffO ^ J is a principal congruence on I. 
Proof. If 0 is principal then so is 0 ^ J , byLemma 4.1. Suppose then that 0 | 4 / = 
= Oj(e,f), for some e,feI with e ^ / . Clearly, 0{e,f) ^ 0. Moreover, 0(a, b) ^ 
^ 0(e, /) , since a = b(0,(e,/)) and 0,(e,/) = % / ) Г7- Similarly, 0(c, rf) £ % / ) 
and so 0 й 0(e,f). Thus, 0 = % / ) . D 
Lemma 4.3. L&ös /^e P.J.P. iffevery interval ofLhas the P.J.P. 
Proof. If L h a s the P.J.P. then so does every interval of L, since the P.J.P. is 
preserved under the formation of homomorphic images. 
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Suppose that every interval of L has the PJ .P . Let 0 = 0(a, ft) v 0(c, d) and 
J = [a л c, ft v d\ Then, since / is a convex sublattice ofL, 0 ^I = 0(a, ft) ^ / v 
v 0(c, J) | x / = 6j(a, b) v 07(c, d) = Oj{e,f), for some e,feL, and so 0 is principal 
by Lemma 4.2. • 
The problem now is to characterize those bounded distributive lattices with the 
P.J.P. In this connection we prove. 
Lemma 4.4. A bounded distributive lattice L has the P.J.P. iff, for all p, q є L, 
0(0, p) v 0(g, 1) is principal. 
Proof. Suppose that 0(0,p) v 0(q,i) is principal, for all p,qeL. Let 0 = 
= 0(tf, b) v 0(c, d), where a, b, c, d e Lwith a S b and c ^ d. Then 
0 = [0(0, ft) л 0(a, 1)] v [0(0, d) л 0(c, 1)] = 
= 0(0, ft v d) л [0(a, 1) v 0(0, d)] л [0(0, ft) v 0(c, 1)] л 
л 0(a л c, 1} , 
since the congruence lattice of L is distributive and 0(0, x) v 0(0, y) = 0(0, x v j ) 
and 0(x, 1) v 0(y, 1) = 0(x л y, 1), for any x, у є L. Thus, 0 is a meet of finitely 
many principal congruences and so must be principal, since distributive lattices have 
the principal intersection property; in other words, the intersection of any two 
principal congruences is principal. • 
Theorem4.5. For a bounded distributive lattice Lthefollowing are equivalent: 
(i) Lhas thePJ.P., 
(ii) there is no Ъ-element chain in the poset ofprime ideals ofL, 
(iii) for all a, beL with a ^ b, there exist a', b'eL such that a л a' = 0, 
a v a' = b л b', and b v b' = 1. 
Proof. Suppose that P c Q c R is a chain ofprime ideals ofL. Choose a є Q\P 
and beR\Q with 0 < a < b < 1. We claim that 0 = 0(0, a) v Ѳ(Ь, 1) is not 
principal. Suppose, to the contrary, that 0 = 0(c, d), for some c, J e L w i t h c < d. 
Then a = O(0(c, dj) so that a л c = 0 and a v d = J from which we infer that 
c e P and a S d. In addition, b = l(0(c, d)) so that b л c = c and b v J = 1 from 
which we infer that d ф R and c g b. Consequently, a v c ^ b л d, a v c є Q\P 
and b л d є R \ ß . Therefore, a v c < fe л d. Now, a v c = b л d(0 л Ѳ(а, b)), 
since 0 collapses [c, d] and 0(a, b) collapses [a, fe]. But 0 л 0(a, Ь) = co (in fact, 
0 is the complement of 6{a, b)) and we have a contradiction. Thus, (i) implies (ii). 
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is the case n = 2 of Theorem 3.17. 
Finally, suppose that (iii) holds. In order to show that (i) holds, it is enough, by 
Lemma 4.4, to show that 0(0, b) v 0(c, 1) is principal, for any b, c є L. On applying 
condition (iii) to the pair a = с л b, c e L, we obtain elements a', c' є L such that 
a A a' = 0, a v a' = с л c', and c v c; = 1. We claim that 0(0, b) v 0(c, 1) = 
= 0(a', fr v c'). With this in mind, note that b л a' = b л с л «' = a л a' = 0, 
since c ^ д', so that b л a' = 0 л a', and ft v (ft v c') = 0 v (ft v c'). Therefore, 
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b = O(0(a', b v c')) and so 0(0, b) й 0(a', b v c'). In addition, 0(c, 1) ^ 0(a', b v c') 
since Ѳ(а\ b v c') collapses [с л c', c'] which is perspective to [c, 1]. Thus, 0(0, b) v 
v 0(c, 1) ^ 0(a', fr v c'). For the reverse inclusion, first note that a' = с л 
л c'(0(O, &)), since 0(0, b) collapses [0, д] which is perspective to [a', с л c'], 
с л c' = c'(0(c, 1)) and c' = & v c'(0(O, bj). It follows from this sequence of con­
gruences that a' E= fe v c'(0(O, b) v 0(c, 1)) and so our claim is substantiated. • 
The following lemma, in conjunction with Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.5facilitates 
the characterization of distributive (not necessarily bounded) lattices having the 
P.J.P. 
Lemma4.6.^ distributive lattice Lhas no n-element chain in its poset ofprime 
ideals iffno interval ofLhas an n-element chain in its poset ofprime ideals. 
Proof. It follows as a consequence of Lemma 3.13 that ifLhas no n-element chain 
in its poset of prime ideals then neither does any interval of L. 
Suppose now that L has an n-element chain P1 c . . . c Pn in its poset of prime 
ideals. Choose ax є Р І 9 an+1 eL\Pn, and ai+1 e Pi + 1 \Pt whenever 1 ^ i ^ n — 1. 
Define a[,..., a'n+1 eL by a\ = ax and a'i+1 = ai + 1 v a\ whenever 1 ^ i <̂  n. 
Clearly, a\ePu a'n+ieL\Pn, a'i+iePi+1\Pi whenever 1 ^ i ^ n - 1, and 
a\ < a2 < . . . < a'n + i- Let I = [a 'b a^+i]. Then Pt nI is a prime ideal of J, for 
each i with 1 ^ / ^ n, and Pl n / cz . . . c Pn n I. Thus, if no interval of L has an 
n-element chain in its poset of prime ideals then neither does L. • 
Corollary 4.7. IfLis a distributive lattice then thefollowing are equivalent: 
(i) Lhas theP.J.P., 
(ii) there is no Ъ-element chain in the poset ofprime ideals ofL, 
(iii) for all a, b, x, у є Lwith a ^ x ^ y ^ b, there exist x', у' є Lsuch that 
x л x' = a , x v x' = у л y' , and y v y' — b . • 
With this in hand, we begin our investigation of distributive double p-algebras 
satisfying the P.J.P. 
Lemma 4.8. If a distributive double p-algebra has the P.J.P., then so does every 
determination class ofL. 
Proof. Suppose that Lhas the P.J.P. Let C be a determination class of L a n d 
a, b, c, d є C with a g b and c ^ d. Then 0(a, b) v 0(c, d) must be a principal 
congruence on L which, since Ѳ(а, b) ^ Ф and 0(c, d) g Ф, must be generated by 
a pair ofelements in some determination class ofL. It follows that 0 = dliXtL(a, Щ v 
v ѲЫіЬ(с, d) is a principal lattice congruence on L, since 0(x, y) = 0laiL(x, y) 
whenever x, y belong to some determination class of L. By the proof of Lemma 4.2, 
0 = 9ldtL(e;f) for some e,f satisfying e ^ / and belonging to the interval I = 
= [а л c, b v d] of L. Therefore, 0iatC(a, b) v вшс(с, d) = 0ldtL(a, b) |4 C v 
v 0iatL(c, d) ^ C = (Ѳшь(а, b) v 0iatL(c, d)) ^ C, since C is a convex sublattice of L, 
= (0tob(e,f)) Г C = 0 l a t c(e , / ) , since e , / e / c C. Thus, C has the PJ .P . D 
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The following sequence of lemmas will establish the converse. 
Lemma 4.9. A congruence 0 on a distributive double p-algebra L is principal 
iffit is of theform 
0 = 0(0, a) v 0(ft, c), 
for some a, ft, c є Lwith ft ^ c and b = с(Ф). 
Proof. We start by showing that, for any x, у є Lwith x ^ y, 
0(x, y) = 0(0, (y A x*) v (x v y + ) + ) v 0(x, 3; л (у л x*)* л 
л (x v j + ) ) . 
Let 0 denote the congruence 011 the right hand side. Clearly, 
(y A x*) v (x v y+)+ = O(0(x, y)) and 
у л (y A x*)* л (x v v+) = x(0(x, y)) 
so that 0 ^ 0(x, y). Now observe that 
>' ^ J Л (>' Л X*)* Л (x V y + ) ^ y A {y A X*)* Л (x V }>+) + * = 
= y A [(y A X*) V (x V y + ) + ]* = >'(0(O,(>' Л X*) V (x V J + ) + )) 
and so y A (y A x*)* л (x v y+) = y(6(0,(y л x*) v (x v J + ) + ) ) . It follows 
that x = y{0) and, therefore, 0 = 0(x, y). Finally, let z = у л ( j л x*)* л 
л (x v y+). Note that x ^ z, since x ^ (3; л x*)*, x* л z = 0, so that x* ^ z*, 
and x v z + = 1, so that x + ^ z + . Consequently, x = z(<z>). 
With the intention of establishing the converse, suppose that a, ft, c є L and 
b g c. We claim that 
0(0, a) v 0(ft, c) = 0(a* л ft, a v c ) . 
Let 0 = 0(0, a) v 0(o, c). Then a* л b = ft(0), since a* = 1(0), ft = c(0) and 
c = д v c(0), since a = 0(0). Therefore, я* л ft = a v c(0) and, so, 0(я* л ft, 
я v c) ^ 0. To prove the reverse inequality, it is enough to show that 0(0, a) <^ 
S 0(a* A ft, a v c). Let d = (a v с) л (a* л ft)*. Then d = O(0(a* л ft, a v c)) 
and d ^ a, since (a* л b)* ^ a** ^ a, so that a = O(0(a* л ft, a v c)) and our 
claim is substantiated. • 
R e m a r k . Our proof of the sufficiency part of Lemma 4.9 shows, in fact, that 
0(0, a) v 0(ft, c) is principal, for any a, ft, c in a (not necessarily distributive) double 
p-algebra. 
Lemma 4.10. Let L be a distributive double p-algebra and ft, c є L with b ^ c. 
Then 
(i) if ft+ - c + , řAew 0(ft, c) = 0(ft л c + , с л c+) , 
tfttd 
(ii) if ft* = c*, then 0(ft, c) = 0((ft* л x) v ft, (ft* л x) v c)Jor any x e L. 
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Proof. Clearly, 
ft = ft л (c v c+) = (ft л c) v (ft л c+) = 
= (ft л c) v (с л с+)(Ѳ(Ь л c + , с л c+)) = 
= с л (b v c+) = с л (b v ft+) = c 
and so 0(ft, c) ^ 0(ft л c + , с л c+). Therefore (i) holds, since the reverse inclusion: 
is obvious. 
We also have 
c = c A [(ft* л x) v c] = 
s с л [(ft* л x) v b] (0((ft* л x) v ft, (ft* л x) v c)) = 
= с л [(c* л x) v ft] = с л ft = b 
and so 0(ft, c) ^ 0((ft* л x) v ft, (ft* л x) v c). Therefore (ii) holds, since the 
reverse inclusion is again obvious. • 
Lemma 4.11. / / every determination class of a distributive double p-algebra L 
has the P.J.P., then the join of any two principal congruences of L below Ф is 
principal. 
Proof. Suppose that b, c, e , / e L , b й c, e g / , 0(ft, с) й Ф, and 9(e,f) ^ Ф. 
We may assume, without loss ofgenerality, that ft, c, e,fe D+(L), by Lemma 4.1.0 (i). 
Let p = (ft* л e) v ft, g = (ft* л e) v c, r = (e* л ft) v e, and s = (e* л ft) v / . 
Observe that p, q, r, s є D+(L) and 
0(ft,c) v 0(e, /) = fl(p,^) v 0(r ,5) , 
by Lemma 4.10(ii). Furthermore, p = г(Ф). Indeed, p + = r+ = 1, p** = 
= [(ft v ft*) л (e v ft)]** = (ft v ft*)** л (e v ft)** = (e v ft)** and so p** -
r** by symmetry. Thus, {p, q, r, s} is contained in some determination class C of L 
and so 0іа1с(р> О) v ^iatc(r> 5) = Ѳшс(и, v), by hypothesis. It is now an easy matter 
to see that 9latL(p,q) v 9iaiL(r,s) = 9latL(u,v) and, therefore, 0(ft,c) v 9(e,f) is 
a principal congruence on L. • 
Lemmas 4.9 and 4.11 in conjunction with the fact that 0(0, x) v 0(0, y) = 
= 0(0, x v >'), for any x, 3; in a distributive double p-algebra L, show that if every 
determination class of Lhas the P.J.P., then so does L. In summary, we have 
Theorem4.12. A distributive double p-algebra Lhas the P.J.P. iff every deter­
mination class of L has the P.J.P. • 
Lemma4.13. Let Lbe a distributive double p-algebra with non-empty coreK. 
Then a congruence 9 g Ф is principal iff it is of the form 9 = 0(fc, /), for some 
fc, / є K with к й /. 
Proof. Suppose 0 ^ Ф and 0 = 0(ft, c), for some ft, c є Lwith ft ^ c; in particular, 
ft = с(Ф). By Lemma 4.10 (i), we may assume that ft, c e D+(L). Let k є K be arbi-
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trary. Then, by Lemma 4.10(ii), 
Ѳ(Ь, с) = Ѳ((Ь* л к) v Ь, (Ь* л к) v с) = 
= Ѳ((Ь v b*) л (к v b), (с v c*) л (к v c)), since Ъ* = с* . 
Now, fc v b є X so / = (b v b*) л (A: v b) e К. Similarly, га = (с v c*) л 
л (к v с) є К. Therefore, Ѳ = 0(/, m), /, m є X, and / g m. D 
Lemma4.14.LetLbe a distributive double p-algebra with non-empty coreK. 
lfK has the P.J.P., then thejoin of any two principal congruences ofLbelow Ф 
is principal. 
Proof. Let b, c, e , / e L , b S c, e uf, 0(b, с) й Ф, and 6(e,f) й Ф- By Lemma 
4.13, we can assume that b, c, e,feK. Since K is a determination class of L, the 
claim follows by an argument similar to that in the conclusion ofthe proofofLemma 
4.11. D 
By Lemmas 4.9 and 4.14, we infer: 
Corollary 4.15. Let Lbe a distributive double p-algebra with non-empty coreK. 
Then Lhas the P.J.P. ijfK has the P.J.P. D 
The conjunction of Lemma 3.14, Corollary 4.7, and Theorem 4.12 yields: 
Corollary 4.16. A distributive double p-algebra has the P.J.P. ijf there is no 
5-element chain in its poset ofprime ideals. • 
Note, in passing, that Theorem 3.17 (with n = 4) and Corollary 4.16 provide yet 
another characterization of distributive double p-algebras that have the P.J.P. 
Finally, we will say that a variety of distributive double has the P.J.P. if 
each of its members has the PJ .P . Recall that a variety of (distributive double 
p-) algebras is said to be congruence regular (congruence permutable) if each of its 
members is congruence regular (congruence permutable). Obviously, every con­
gruence regular variety of distributive double p-algebras has the P.J.P. Our objective 
is to show that the converse is true. The key to success is provided by 
Lemma 4.17. Let L be a distributive double p-algebra that is not regular and 
let V(L) be the (quasi-)variety of distributive double p-algebras generated by L. 
For any integer n ^ 1, there is an extension ofL in V(L) whose poset ofprime 
ideals has an n-element chain. 
Proof. Let Lc£] = {(*!, . . . ,x, ,)eL": xl ^ . . . <,xn, xi = хп(Ф)}. It is straight­
forward to veiify that Ьф] is a subalgebra ofL" and that x н+ (x , . . . , x) is an embedding 
of L into L[£. 
Now, Lis not congruence regular and so we can assume that there is a determination 
class [a] Ф and an element b є [a] Ф such that a < b. For і є {0, . . . , n}, define 
elements Si e Ь[ф] by s0 = (a,..., a) and, for i e { l , . . . , n}, st = (a , . . .a, b, ...b) where 
the first n — i and thelast i entries are identical.LetS = {s^: 0 ^ i ^ n).Observe 
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that S £ Ь[ф] and sí„1 ^ si9 for i e {1, . . . , n]. Choose a prime ideal Ix in L[«£] such 
that 50 є / 1 and sx $IX. Now, s2 фІ v ( s ^ , since otherwise s2 ^ Si v í l5 for some 
h = {xi>---,Xn)Gli> a n d so, on considering penultimate components, b g a v 
v xn_x ^ a v xn from which it follows that 5! ^ s0 v i1 eIx; contrary to sx $IU 
Choose a prime ideal I2 in L
[<£] satisfying Jj v (sx] ç J2 and s2 фІ2. Obviously, 
Ix c= I2 and repetition ofthe process yields an n-element chain Ix a . . . c Jn in the 
poset of prime ideals of Lc<£]. • 
As a simple consequence, we have 
Corollary 4.18. For a {quasi-)variety V of distributive double p-algebras, the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) Vhas theP.J.P, 
(ii) V is congruence permutable, 
(iii) V is congruence regular. • 
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) in Corollary 4.18 is rightfully attributable to V. 
Koubek and J. Sichler. In V. Koubek and J. Sichler [13], several characterizations 
of finitely generated congruence permutable varieties of distributive double p-
algebras are given. For example, the main result of [13] states that a finitely generated 
variety of distributive double p-algebras is iso-universal iff it is not congruence 
permutable. 
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